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What Kind of Exception is Have Got?
Janet Dean Fodor, Mary R. Smith
1. Some Possible Analyses

As LeSourd (1976) reminds us, the verb sequence have got is exceptional. Its first
element contracts, inverts with subjects, negates, and in general behaves under

transformation like an auxiliary verb. If it is an auxiliary, it must either be some qu
special one that appears only in this construction, or else it must be the perfective
auxiliary have. Against this latter identification is the fact that have got is not

perfective in meaning. If John has got something, then he possesses it now; there is no
implication that he recently acquired it, or even that he acquired it at all (cf. John's got
green eyes). The meaning relationship between have got and the main verb get does
appear to be more than accidental; it is of a kind not uncharacteristic of divergent

senses of a once unambiguous lexical item. But the identification of the got of have got
as a form of get faces the obvious problem that the simple past tense of get has the
right morphology but does not appear with have, while the form that appears with have
is gotten, which has the wrong morphology.

Alternatively, the have of have got might not be an auxiliary but rather the verb

have that appears alone (which we will refer to, somewhat inaccurately perhaps, as

"main verb have"). Have got has exactly the same range of meanings as main verb
have when this is stative; it lacks only the nonstative use, as in John has (*got) his bath
before dinner on Tuesdays. LeSourd's examples (6)-(9) and (14)-(18) illustrate the
possessive, obligation, and existential senses of have got. There is also an epistemic
necessity sense, as in You have (got) to be kidding.
In addition to the semantic and morphological similarities between have got and

main verb have, there is the fact that main verb have, itself something of an exception,
can behave under transformation in some contexts exactly like an auxiliary, and hence
also exactly like the have of have got. For example, in (la) main verb have takes Do
Support like regular main verbs; but in (lb) it inverts with the subject like normal
auxiliary verbs and like the have of have got in (1c).
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(1) a. Do you have
b. 4 Have you any idea where he is?
c. Have you gotJ

This observation must be tempered, however, by the fact that there are contexts in
which have got appears but main verb have does not behave like an auxiliary; for
example:

(2) John {*hasn't got} your typewriter.
Thus have got does not fit perfectly into the pattern of either perfective verbs or

main verb have, or apparently into that of any other construction in English. But this is
to say no more than that it is exceptional. The interesting question is what it is an

exceptional variant of. The data outlined above suggest two different ways in which
have got might be integrated into the grammar of English. That is, there are at least two
different constructions with which have got might plausibly be supposed to share some
aspects of its derivation, even though, in each case, further rules or restrictions would
be needed to account for its divergence from the regular pattern.
Each of these broad approaches to the analysis of have got admits of several

variants. For example, have got might be regarded as a semantically and morphologi-

cally aberrant perfective of get, or as the perfective of some quite distinct verb that
appears nowhere else in the language. Also, if the have of have got is identified with

main verb have, the got might be introduced transformationally or it might be present
at the deep structure level. We will consider in detail, however, just one variant of each

of the two general approaches, a variant that has some special claim to our attention.
Analysis A

Have got is a perfective of get; a special semantic interpretation rule assigns it
its nonperfective meaning.
Analysis B

Have got is main verb have, followed by a meaningless morpheme got, which
is transformationally inserted into main verb position when this is left vacant

by the promotion of have into the Aux.
Analysis A comes closest to capturing the historical origin of have got insofar as this is
known. (See, for example, Jespersen (1933); Visser (1973); and the Oxford English

Dictionary entry for have.) Analysis B is the one that LeSourd proposes.
LeSourd opts for analysis B after noting the extent of the mismatch between have

got and the perfective have gotten. But LeSourd does not formulate analysis A
explicitly, and thus can make no formal comparison of the complexity of the principles
needed to cope with the divergences between have got and perfectives on analysis A,

with the complexity of the special transformation he himself has to postulate in order to
assimilate have got to main verb have on analysis B.
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In arguing against LeSourd's conclusion, we will draw on some further facts about
English, and we would be the first to admit that these empirical observations stand in
need of further examination if they are to serve as a firm foundation for any conclusion
about the true place of have got in the grammar. But these (putative) facts do suggest

several interesting hypotheses about the diachronic and synchronic analysis of this
construction, and illustrate the hopelessness of any attempt to establish the correct
analysis without making explicit comparisons among all the alternative candidates. In
what follows we will do our best to abide by the following theoretical and methodological assumptions, which we take to be fairly uncontroversial.
A language learner confronted with an exceptional construction will (we shall
assume) integrate it into his grammar in a way that minimizes its exceptionality, i.e.
that results in the simplest overall grammar. As Chomsky (1965; 1972) and others since
have emphasized, what counts as simple to the language learner is an empirical
question. If one analysis requires two rules, and an alternative analysis requires the
same two rules plus an additional one, we may be confident in judging the second to be
less simple. But if one analysis requires two rules, and the alternative analysis requires
two different rules, or requires one rule plus a novel lexical item, then there is no a
priori way of determining their relative simplicity. In some cases we may have evidence
from psychological experiments, from language learning, and/or from language change,

as to which of several alternative analyses the language learner actually adopts. The
interesting question then is why he adopts this analysis, and if we can answer this

question we will have contributed to a specification of what his evaluation metric is. In

other cases we may have no evidence other than the distributional constraints in the
language as to which analysis is psychologically real, and if the distributional facts

underdetermine the solution, we can only appeal to whatever we already know about
the evaluation metric.

Our main assumption, then, is the relatively unstartling one that an exceptional
construction will be analyzed in terms of independently motivated rules and lexical
items to whatever extent this is possible. An important consequence of this, however,
is that one and the same construction may be a different kind of exception in different

dialects, depending on what other rules and lexical items they 'exhibit. We will argue
that for British English LeSourd's analysis B is not by any obvious criterion preferable

to analysis A, and that for a range of dialects of American English analysis B is less
adequate than a third alternative, viz:
Analysis C

Have got consists of a main verb to got, which appears only in this
construction and which has the same range of meanings as stative main verb

have; the have of have got is meaningless and is transformationally inserted
into Aux.

This is more or less the inverse of analysis B, and may look at first sight to have little to
recommend it.
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2. British English

Three facts about British English are of special importance.

(i) Have got is relatively unconstrained in its forms and distribution. It appears in
the past tense, in the infinitive, and following modals. For example:
(3) In 1960 I'd got only one child and one car.

(4) John seems to have got a lot of pots. (have usually pronounced av)
(5) He may have got a key to the safe. j
(ii) Have got occurs also as the correct (and the only correct) perfective of get.
Thus sentences like (3)-(5) are actually ambiguous between the present possessive
sense and the recent acquisition sense.
(iii) What we have been calling "main verb have" never behaves under transfor-

mation like a main verb in British English; that is, it never takes Do Support, even if
there is no (other) auxiliary verb in the clause. For example:
(6) a. Have you any idea where I left my umbrella?

b. *Do you have any idea where I left my umbrella?
(7) a. No, I haven't any idea where you left your umbrella.
b. *No, I don't have any idea where you left your umbrella.
(8) a. John has a cucumber sandwich, but I haven't.
b. *John has a cucumber sandwich, but I don't.

(9) a. Waiter, I haven't a fork.
b. *Waiter, I don't have a fork.
(10) a. Have you the tickets for the cricket match?
b. *Do you have the tickets for the cricket match?

Two comments must be made about these data. One is that the Do Support forms
do occur, but only with an iterative meaning, as in (11):
(11) At the end of each month when I've paid the bills, I don't have any money
left.

Jespersen (1933) makes a similar point with respect to the obligation sense of have; (12)
is a statement about the present occasion, but (13) can only be a comment on our
regular practice.

(12) We haven't (got) to change at Crewe.
(13) We don't have to change at Crewe.

Second, the (a) examples above differ in acceptability. Main verb have, behaving

like an auxiliary in British English, seems in general to be losing ground in British
English to have got. As recently as fifty years ago it was apparently quite common, but
to younger generations it is quite uncolloquial. Its appearance in prescriptive grammar
books only underlines its increasing disfavor. Nevertheless, it does still occur, and
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much more commonly and in a wider variety of contexts than in modern American

English. In American English, of course, main verb have is freely used as a main verb,
taking Do Support. But in auxiliary-like positions without Do Support, it is only fully
acceptable with any, as in (6a) and (7a) above. It is acceptable with the indefinite article
only in sentences that approach being idioms (e.g. Have you a light? but ?*Have you a
color photograph of Martha?). And it is quite unacceptable with definite noun phrases,

as in (lOa). In British English, acceptability judgments seem to obey a similar ordering,
but are shifted further along the scale towards acceptability.

What do these facts imply about the analysis of have got in British English? Fact
(i) suggests that have got is assimilated to some productive construction in the
language. Fact (ii) suggests that this might be the perfective of get. The only special
treatment that have got would require would thus be a semantic interpretation rule that

assigns have got its simple possession, obligation, and necessity senses, in addition to
its regular inchoative sense.1 For British English, then, analysis A would seem to offer
a quite economical solution-no complication of the syntax, and the addition of one
rule to the semantics.

Analysis A is also fully consistent with the history of the have got construction.
Visser observes that have got originated from the perfective of get some time after the

sixteenth century and was well-established by the eighteenth century. He notes:
As a matter of fact an exact date of first appearance is very difficult to ascertain, in view of
the extremely slow and formally entirely undiscernible process of got losing its original
[perfective] meaning, of its coming to be felt as a meaningless, empty addition, and of the
ultimate passing of type (a) [have acquired] into type (b) [possess].

A footnote to this passage explains: "When a man went to a physician with the
complaint: 'I have got a sore throat' (sense (a)), the doctor's concern would automati-

cally be not with the man's getting or having got the sore throat, but with his having
it." The frequent indistinguishability of perfective and possessive have got presumably

afflicts contemporary British English speakers and children learning the language just
as much as it does the linguist attempting to describe the language; it may thus serve to
perpetuate analysis A for modern British English.
Nevertheless, a good case can also be made for analysis B. In fact, a comment of
Visser's suggests the existence of a long-standing debate over the relative merits of

1 The restriction of have got to stative, noniterative contexts would follow from the identification w
the perfective. There are, however, a few minor peculiarities of have got that are not shared by the perfect
and that would have to be incorporated somehow into analysis A. For example, have got follows epistemic
modals freely but is unacceptable following obligation modals. Thus You must have got a driver's license can
be interpreted either epistemically, or as an obligation statement containing the perfective of get, but not as
an obligation statement containing possessive have got. Possibly related is the fact that infinitival to have got
follows only epistemic verbs, as in He seems to have got the flu, We believe him to have got the flu, but not,
for example, *He doesn't want to have got the flu, *I ordered him to have got his I.D. card with him at all
times. In these examples, as also in the imperative *Have got your I.D. card with you at all times, main verb

have alone is acceptable. This difference between have and have got thus poses a similar problem for
analysis B.
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these two analyses, though we have not been able to track it down in the literature.

Having described how possessive have got developed out of the perfective of get, Visser
observes in a footnote: "This view of the origin of [possessive have got] runs counter

to the one held by linguists who assume a need of a strengthened form of bare have and
the consequent introduction of a 'pattern preserver' in the form of got."
For British English, LeSourd's analysis B turns out to be more economical than

his own application of it to American English. The reason is that the raising of have
that must precede insertion of got into main verb position is independently needed in
the grammar of British English to account for the auxiliary-like behavior of main verb
have.2 (LeSourd argues against the identification of these two processes of Have
Raising for his own American dialect on the grounds that they must be ordered

differently with respect to VP Deletion, but no such problem arises for British English.)
Thus the got of have got can be regarded as a meaningless morpheme optionally

inserted by the (obligatory) Have Raising rule, or by a subsequent transformation, into

the position that have has vacated.3 (Got would thus be comparable to the it of
Extraposition and the there of There Insertion.) This would be the only extra
machinery needed to account for have got in British English; no special semantic
principles would be needed.

Unlike analysis A, analysis B does imply that a restructuring of the grammar of
British English occurred at some stage. But this change is not an altogether implausible
one. At an earlier period, there was no Do Support at all; main verbs as well as

auxiliary verbs underwent inversion, negation, etc. (see Closs (1965)).4 When these
transformations were restricted to auxiliary verbs, only two main verbs, copula be and
have, continued to behave as before.5 This would have required the introduction of the
rule raising be and have into the Aux, as well as the introduction of Do Support. These
two verbs were thus exceptional main verbs. However, the exceptionality of be may
have been felt to be more tolerable than that of have. The copula, after all, is

exceptional in a great many respects. It permits There Insertion; it can be followed by
2 In Syntactic Structures, Chomsky proposed that transformations like Subject-Aux Inversion and NegPlacement apply both to auxiliary verbs and to the copula be and main verb have. But more recent analyses
(e.g. Emonds (1970); Jackendoff (1972); Akmajian and Wasow (1975)) have assumed instead that have and be
are actually raised into the Aux constituent and that their behavior with respect to the other transformations

is a consequence of the prior raising.

3 It is noteworthy that have got is not permitted in contexts in which main verb have may not be raised

into the Aux, for example:

(i) Does John have his bath before dinner on Tuesday?
(ii) *Has John his bath before dinner on Tuesdays?
(iii) *Has John got his bath before dinner on Tuesdays?
4 Closs (1965) indicates that auxiliary do began to occur with regular main verbs somewhere around the
twelfth or thirteenth centuries in poetry, and extended into prose by 1830. It appeared optionally, however,
both in inverted and negated contexts where it is now obligatory, and in simple affirmative declaratives from
which (except for emphasis) it is now excluded. Closs Traugott (1972) states that the current restrictions on
its appearance developed around 1700 for questions, and around 1900 for negatives.
5 A few fixed phrases in modem English are relics of the earlier grammar; e.g. Mind you ...
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adjectives as well as noun phrases; a noun phrase following it is not an ordinary
referential direct object but is predicative in sense and agrees in number with the
subject. In these respects, and apparently in all others, have is exactly like normal main

verbs, such as hit, eat, take, etc; its auxiliary-like behavior under transformation is thus
the only anomaly.

In American English, this strange bump in the grammar was smoothed away by

restriction of the Raising-into-Aux transformation to copula be only. During the
nineteenth century (see Closs Traugott (1972)) have first began to appear in main verb
positions with Do Support. This eventually became the standard form, so that the

Raising-into-Aux transformation now does not apply to have at all (except possibly in

that very restricted class of cases mentioned above, to which we will return shortly).
Thus have now behaves exactly like hit, eat, take, etc.
In British English this did not happen. But if analysis B is correct, a quasi-

regularization of have was achieved by other means. A surface regularity in English is
that a verb may be inverted or negated only if another verb follows in the same clause.

This does not hold for the copula, but it is true of all other verbs, including even quasi-

modals like need and dare, which behave both as auxiliaries and as main verbs (see
Chapin (1971)). Have could be brought under this generalization if it were supplied with
such a following verb. This presumably could not be any ordinary verb, which would

have a meaning of its own. But lying ready to hand was the got of possessive have got.
This was ideally suited to the role of dummy supporting verb for main verb have for
two reasons. First, the semantic equivalence of have got and have would make it look

as if this got carried no meaning of its own. Second, possessive have got did not fit

exceptionlessly anywhere else in the grammar at the time since, by hypothesis, it could
only have been analyzed previously as a semantically irregular perfective.
It should be obvious that this is an entirely imaginative reconstruction of the

reasons behind the putative shift of have got away from its original close relationship

with the perfective of get into its new relationship with main verb have. The idea is that
the advantages of regularizing have served to reinforce the disadvantages of analyzing

have got as a perfective. Of course, according to this analysis, the regularization of
have would have been a matter of superficial analogy only; have came to fit into a more
normal surface pattern, but its transformational derivation not only was not simplified
but actually was further complicated. However, this extra complication may have been

offset (for all we can tell, in the absence of a detailed characterization of the evaluation
metric) by the dropping of the now unnecessary special semantic interpretation rule for
the strange perfective have got.

To summarize: LeSourd's analysis B is not implausible, either synchronically or
diachronically, for British English. But it is also not obviously any more plausible than

the alternative analysis A. Indeed, when it comes to explaining the progressive loss of
main verb have occurring alone in British English, analysis A may turn out to be
superior. For analysis A, this change consists simply in the loss of a lexical item, an
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item that is irregular in its syntax and is semantically redundant since its meanings are
now expressed by have got. This change would thus clearly constitute a simplification

of the grammar. For analysis B, the situation is less clear cut. The change would
consist in Got Insertion becoming obligatory rather than optional after Have Raising.

Whether it is "better" for a transformation to be optional or obligatory is a debatable
point, and the answer may be different for different types of transformations, since

"housekeeping rules" like Affix Hopping and Number Agreement are typically

obligatory, while many movement and deletion transformations are optional. So at
present it is unclear whether or not, on analysis B, loss of have appearing alone in
British could be explained as simplification of the grammar.
3. American English

In American dialects of English, we find almost exactly the converse of (i)-(iii) above.
That is:

(i') Have got is quite unproductive; it appears only as a finite verb in the present

tense. Examples (3)-(5) above are unacceptable. Furthermore, even where have got
can occur, it is for many speakers a much less preferred choice than main verb have.
(ii') Have got is not the perfective of get.

(iii') Main verb have is more nearly a regular main verb than in British English; its

auxiliary-like behavior, as we have already observed, is heavily restricted. Whereas in
British English, have (stative) never takes Do Support and is more or less productive
though dying, in American English have without got is thriving, can always take Do
Support, and appears optionally without Do Support in so few constructions that these
can perhaps be regarded as the exceptional cases, more or less frozen constructions or
idioms. In particular, have alone in auxiliary positions is less widely distributed than
have got.

Thus neither the relationship with the perfective nor the relationship with main
verb have is as strong as it is in British English. Analysis A for American English

would require not only a special semantic rule but also a morphological adjustment of
some kind to account for the difference between have got and have gotten. For analysis
B, the heavy restrictions on main verb have in auxiliary positions would complicate the

Got Insertion rule. If the have constructions are still productively generated, as may be
the case in more traditional American dialects, Got Insertion after Have Raising would
have to be optional in some contexts but obligatory in others. For dialects in which

sentences like Have you no pride? have been reduced to idiomatic status, the Have
Raising part of the Got Insertion transformation would be present in the grammar only

for the purposes of the have got construction, and thus would contribute to the cost of
this analysis of have got. Both analyses are thus more costly for American English than
for British, and in the absence of a detailed characterization of the evaluation metric,
they both seem to be about equally costly. A difference between them emerges,
however, in their treatment of VP Deletion in have got constructions.
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LeSourd discusses VP Deletion at some length, but his
represent only one of a range of current American dialects. These dialects can be

ordered from the most conservative (and most like British English) to the most
innovative.

I. Conservative: have got ... have

In this dialect, when have got appears in a prior clause, the clause undergoi
Deletion always contains have rather than do. Thus:

(14) John's got a swimsuit. I { haven't }
rhaven 't~

(15) John's got a swimsuit but I *don't J
(16) John's got a swimsuit and so *ds Bill.
(17) John's got a swimsuit, a*doesn't J he?

11. Middle of the Road: have got .. . have
This seems to us the most common dialect among middle class American speakers at
present. It permits either do or have after VP Deletion; thus all of the sentences above

are acceptable. But we detect a range of cases within this class. There are speakers
who use do only when the deletion site and its have got antecedent are in separate
sentences, as in (14), and then preferably when these are uttered by different speakers
(typically when the first speaker uses have got commonly while the second invariably
uses (do) have). Then there are those who accept do not only when the antecedent is in
a separate sentence, but also when it is in a separate conjunct of the same sentence, as
in (15) and (16) above. Only the most progressive middle-of-the-roaders will use do in a
position as close to the antecedent as in the tag question (17).
III. Innovative: have got . . . do

In the dialect that LeSourd reports, do is acceptable in the clause undergoing

Deletion, and have is close to being unacceptable, in all of the contexts above. Witho
extensive data collection, we cannot pronounce with any certainty, since neither auth

speaks this dialect, but we suspect (a) that there is a complementarity to the
acceptability of have and do, so that have is less acceptable wherever do is m

acceptable; (b) that do is more acceptable the greater the distance between anteceden
and deletion site; (c) that the exact degree of acceptability of have versus do var
among speakers; (d) that this variation is continuous with the range that we h
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grouped

under

starting

with

dialect

distant

II.
VP

In

sho

deletio

course, that the term "dialect" is out of place here, but we will continue to use it for
convenience.)

For purposes of comparison with the other dialects (and since LeSourd himself

admits that he cannot account for the marginal acceptability of the have examples
except in terms of some superficial confusion), we will therefore take dialect III to be

one in which have is completely unacceptable after VP Deletion of have got, in any
context, and do is completely acceptable. LeSourd's dialect is thus classed as one of
the many transitional stages between dialects II and III.

IV. Advanced: do got

In this dialect, as in dialect III, only do appears after VP Deletion of have got, but do
als3 appears instead of have in the same clause as got, when there is inversion or
negation. Thus:
(18) Do you got one?
(19) You don't got one.

The simple present may also be gotigots rather than havelhas got, as in (20):
(20) Lucy gots one.

Our direct observation of this dialect is unfortunately extremely limited, but it
to be characteristic of some forms of Black English (Labov, personal communicat

We must now consider how this array of dialects, with a progressive increase o
rather than have from I through to IV, can be accounted for.

It is clear, first of all, that neither analysis A nor analysis B can account naturally
for dialect IV. It would be quite extraordinary if the do(n't) got forms were analyzed as
surface realizations of either the perfective or main verb have in the underlying
structure. This does not show that these analyses are incorrect for the more conserva-

tive dialects 1-111, for we cannot rule out the possibility of a radical restructuring of the
grammar between dialects III and IV. We will argue, however, that neither analysis

offers a satisfactory account of the initiation or the direction of the language chang
represented by these dialects.

6 According to analysis C, for which we argue in section 4 below, the use of gots is the very last step in
the regularization of have got. Labov's remarks to us suggest that it may occur only as a hypercorrection
after a stage in which the tense marker is omitted entirely, so that the sequence is he's got -* he got -* h
gots. We see no inherent linguistic reason why this peculiarity of got should give way later than Have
Support does, and suspect that it is only because departures from the more conservative norm are more
noticeable in the case of the tense suffix, and hence more susceptible to pressure towards conformity.
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We begin with analysis A, since its deficiencies are the easiest to establish. Given
that analysis A is a viable candidate for the most conservative dialect I, the question is

why this dialect should change at all, and in particular why it should change in the
direction of permitting do with have got. Since have got is analyzed as a perfective
construction, what is needed is some indication of do occurring with other regular
perfectives. A familiar observation is the increasing use of forms such as I didn't eat

dinner yet, in which the simple past tense is used in place of the perfective where the
perfective meaning is carried by an adverb (or perhaps in some cases merely by the

context). But this is'not an example of do in place of have in a perfective construction;
sentences like I didn't eaten dinner yet do not occur. Thus as a model for the change in
have got, this could only make the incorrect prediction that did(n't) get would be used
in place of have(n't) got.

A phenomenon that might appear to be more relevant is the occurrence of

sentences such as John hasn't been to Paris but his wife did. Here we do find a

perfective verb in the antecedent clause with do in the clause that has undergone VP
Deletion. However, such constructions are relatively uncommon, and are quite
unacceptable for many speakers, including some who accept the have got . . . do forms

after VP Deletion. This attempt to account for have got in terms of analysis A thus
breaks down for lack of any explanation of why the have got . .. do sentences should
have become more acceptable than their putative models with a true perfective

followed by do-and furthermore, why they should have become so much more
acceptable that, in dialects such as LeSourd's, they have ousted the have got . .. have
forms entirely.
We now turn to LeSourd's analysis B. For dialect III, which is the only one he

discusses, LeSourd orders his Have Raising and Got Insertion transformation after VP
Deletion. At the point at which VP Deletion applies, therefore, have will still be in main
verb position and will be the verb that deletes, leaving behind a stranded tense marker
that requires Do Support. Dialect I could thus be distinguished from dialect III in terms
of rule ordering. In I, VP Deletion would apply after Got Insertion, so that it is got that
deletes, leaving have behind in auxiliary position. (The intermediate dialect II might be

described as having the two transformations freely ordered, if such ordering of
syntactic transformations is well-attested. Otherwise dialect II would have to be
regarded as purely transitional, a superficial blend of dialects I and III.)

Thus the change from I to III can at least be described in LeSourd's terms. But it

cannot be explained. An explanation would consist of a demonstration of some
instability in the grammar of dialect I that could be remedied by reordering the Have
Raising and Got Insertion rule after VP Deletion. Furthermore, this pressure for
reordering should be specific to VP Deletion, for if the Have Raising and Got Insertion
transformation had moved to a position after other transformations such as Neg
Placement and Subject-Aux Inversion, we would expect, contrary to fact, that dialect
III permits You have got one but not You haven't got one or Have you got one?
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In fact, the reordering of the Have Raising and Got Insertion rules with respect to
VP Deletion runs directly counter to general principles of language change, at least if it

is legitimate to apply to syntax Kiparsky's (1968) principle that "rules tend to shift into
the order which allows their fullest utilization in the grammar." Early VP Deletion
bleeds the Have Raising rule by deleting the have before it can be raised into Aux.
According to analysis B, therefore, these rules have moved from a nonbleeding order to
a bleeding order, which is exactly contrary to Kiparsky's principle. This strongly

suggests that LeSourd's analysis of his own dialect III is incorrect (thus leaving us for
the moment with no plausible account of dialect III at all). And for dialect I, analysis B
can be maintained only if the change towards do with have got can be attributed to

some influence outside of the grammar itself, such as superficial analogy with other
constructions in the language.

There is one account of the change as due to confusion of surface forms that

strikes us as plausible. Simultaneous with the change in have got, there has been a
decline in the auxiliary-like behavior of main verb have in American English. In more
traditional dialects, have can either remain in main verb position or be raised into the
Aux. Consequently VP Deletion can result in either do or have in the deleted clause.
This might have served as a model for have got. Originally, VP Deletion of have got
resulted only in have; but analogy with main verb have would permit do to appear

optionally instead. Then as the use of do after have becomes more and more strongly
preferred, a parallel development could be expected with have got, resulting eventually
in dialect III.

This hypothesis explains several observations about the change in have got. One is
that the change is very gradual, as would be expected if it is based on a shift of
preference from one option permitted by the grammar to another. Second, it helps to

make sense of the suspicion that have got followed by do often occurs in conversational exchanges between speakers even if neither speaker normally uses it within a
single sentence. Speaker X says: Have they got any brown eggs? Speaker Y, perhaps
not attending to the surface form of the sentence once he has extracted its meaning,
replies as if the antecedent had been main verb have: No, I don't think they do. Third,
analogy with main verb have explains why there is no tendency at all for do to appear

with have got in British English, where do is not permitted with main verb have either.
It is important to note that this account of the change in have got is completely

neutral with respect to the grammatical analysis of have got, at least through stage III.
However have got is syntactically generated, it could be confused with main verb have
under VP Deletion. The weakness of the account, of course, is that there are many

"performance errors" that never catch on and become an acceptable part of the
language, many possible sources of surface analogy to which the language never
responds. To distinguish the influential analogies from the ineffectual ones, the best

hypothesis, and the one most compatible with a view of language change as grammar
change, would be that an analogy "catches on" only if it is reinforced by some internal
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pressure towards change in the grammar. For analysis C of have got, to which we turn
now, the development from dialect I to dialect III represents a genuine simplification of
the grammar. With or without the help of superficial analogy, therefore, it offers some
explanation of the development of dialect III from dialect I. It also relates this
development to a tendency that has been observed in children's language. Indeed,
dialect IV is simply the dialect in which the child's earliest hypothesis about the status
of have got is allowed to stand without modification in the adult language.
4. Analysis C: to got

As many observers have noted (see for example Menyuk (1969)), many children
produce sentences such as (21)-(23):
(21) Tommy gots one.
(22) I don't got one.
(23) Do you got one?

These children have obviously postulated a verb to got that inflects and takes Do
Support just like any regular main verb in English. Why should they do this? Once
again, we can only put forward what we hope is a rational reconstruction, based on
some intuitions and a few known facts.

First, got with its two stop consonants is a rather prominent word, more prominent
phonologically than have, which is, in any case, often contracted or deleted altogether (as
in I gotta horse). This, incidentally, would help to explain why have got persists in the
language at all, an otherwise rather surprising fact since the distribution of have got is
so restricted in American English and all of its meanings can be expressed by the fully
regular main verb have (which American children probably hear more often anyway).
Our main point, however, is that this more or less accidental phonological fact may be
part of the explanation for why the got part of have got is acquired first. In addition,
there is the fact that auxiliary verbs appear in children's sentences later than main
verbs, and appear in contractible positions later than in noncontractible ones (see
Brown (1973)). Without begging the question of whether the have of have got really is

an auxiliary, we may suppose that it is at least sufficiently like an auxiliary (and like
auxiliary have in particular) to show a similar course of development.
Now we have to explain why, when got does appear with a preceding verb, this
verb is at first do rather than have. Two points are surely relevant. One is that do is one

of the earlier auxiliaries to enter the child's language, while have (at least as the
perfective auxiliary) is the last. Second, do is of course the normal auxiliary for verbs

that are not perfective in meaning; by applying Do Support to got, the child can
assimilate it to the general class of hit, run, eat, and so on, and, incidentally, to the
other possessive main verb have.
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This fairly widely (though not universally)7 attested stage in the acquisition of have

got gives way in most children to two distinct constructions: main verb have taking Do
Support; and got preceded by have. Notice that the modification of the child's early

grammar would be minimal if got were retained as a main verb, and its have were
analyzed as a peculiar case of Do Support. If this Have Support solution for got is
adopted, it will almost certainly be collapsed with the regular Do Support rule, for there
are striking similarities between the two. Both rules are obligatory, both insert verbs

into the Aux, both apply in American English only when no other auxiliary verb is
present, and both verbs add nothing to the meaning of the resulting sentence. (An
apparent difference between the two processes is that have must be inserted before got
even in simple clauses where there is no inversion or negation. But this peculiarity of

got is best accounted for not in terms of Have Support itself but in terms of a

restriction on Affix Hopping. If Tense may never hop over and attach to got, it will
need to be supported by a dummy verb in all contexts.)

In dialect IV, this Have Support complication to the Do Support rule is obviously
not introduced into the grammar. Got remains, in the adult language, a regular main
verb that undergoes Affix Hopping and Do Support. On analysis C, the move from
dialect I to dialect IV thus represents a considerable simplification. Dialect III,
however, still needs a process of Have Support, for in undeleted clauses it is still have
rather than do that appears with got. Nevertheless, dialect III does constitute a
simplification of dialect I. This is because the ordering of transformations needed to
maintain the traditional "correct" surface forms of dialect I is nonoptimal in the case of
VP Deletion.

We have argued that Have Support (on analysis C) is likely to be assimilated as a

special case of the rule that inserts a supporting do before regular main verbs. Do
Support must follow VP Deletion, in order to generate sentences such as Susan likes
artichokes, but I don't. The optimal situation, therefore, would be for Have Support
also to follow VP Deletion, for only then can the processes of have-insertion and do-

insertion be combined. However, with this ordering, by the time that Have/Do Support
applies, the got that triggers the special insertion of have will already have been deleted
by VP Deletion. Insertion of do rather than have would thus be the natural outcome.
To preserve the "correct" surface forms, with have in the clause that has undergone
7 It would be interesting to find out what British children do with got in the earliest stages of language
acquisition. Analysis A would be unavailable if British children, like American ones, do not acquire the
perfective auxiliary until got has been in their language for many months. Analysis B could be the basis of the
earliest analysis of got only if children are attending to the have part of have got from the outset, which
seems unlikely. So British children might begin, as American children do, with a to got analysis.
Since it is our thesis that American children arrive at this analysis spontaneously, even where the adult
dialect provides no overt models of do with got, it would be encouraging to find that British children do the
same, at least for a brief interval before restructuring their grammars in response to the attractions of analysis
A or B. We have found no reference in the literature to the use of the gots, do(n't) got forms by British
children, but Neil Smith (personal communication) has very kindly combed through the records on his son
Ivan and found an occurrence of That don't got wheels on (pointing to a car with no wheels) at 2 years 7
weeks, just a week or two after the first occurrence of don't with any verb.
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VP Deletion, dialect I must therefore either (a) separate the two insertion rules on

either side of VP Deletion, or (b) introduce a global condition on Have Support that

makes reference to the identity of the main verb before it was removed by VP Deletion.
On any plausible guess about the evaluation measure, either of these alternatives

would seem to be more complex than a grammar with combined HavelDo Support and
no global condition. Hence analysis C predicts that dialect I is unstable, and that any

language learner who places no great value on sounding exactly like his parents would
naturally shift to dialect III instead, in which do appears in a VP Deleted clause

following have got. On analysis C, the move from I to III represents a genuine

simplification of the grammar.8 It does not, however, do away with the need for a Have
Support rule entirely, and thus leaves room for the further simplification of dialect III
to dialect IV. Notice, incidentally, that the independence of these two simplification
processes explains why the appearance of do in VP Deletion contexts (where the

triggering got does not appear on the surface) is rather sharply demarcated from the
development of do with got in negative and inversion contexts.9
5. The Evaluation Measure

We have argued that only analysis C (according to which have got involves an irregular
variety of Do Support) makes sense of the progressive change towards regular Do

Support that is evidenced by the current range of American dialects. Our arguments for
analysis C have not appealed to the greater simplicity of this analysis relative to its

8 It might be objected that on analysis C the change is from a nonbleeding rule order to a bleeding orde

just as on analysis B. This might be offset on analysis C by the advantages to be gained by the reorderi
But more importantly, the dialect III rule ordering on analysis C is not really a bleeding order at all. If H
Insertion is simply a special wrinkle in the Do Support rule, the rule will still apply after VP Deletion; th

have is not inserted, do is.

9 LeSourd (personal communication) has recently suggested a fourth analysis, which he is now inclined
to endorse. Have got is to be regarded simply as an idiom, lexically inserted into deep structures. Presumably
the have would appear in the Aux, and the got in main verb position. The shift from have to do might then be
explained as a partial normalization of the idiom. But the fact that VP Deletion is the leading edge of the
change could not be explained at all, since loss of this deep structure have should reveal itself equally and
simultaneously in VP Deletion sentences, inverted and negated sentences, and untransformed sentences.
LeSourd's new proposal (analysis D) would be compatible with the facts, however, if combined with a

treatment of VP Deletion as in Fiengo (1974), where there is no deletion transformation at all but an

interpretation rule for dummy VP constituents present in deep structures. In a VP Deletion sentence (though
this is obviously a misnomer now), there would be no opportunity to insert the whole idiom have got into the
deep structure, and the simplest grammar would thus permit only the regular do to appear before a dummy

VP.

Each of the analyses we have considered would need to be modified somewhat to make it compatible
with an interpretive treatment of "VP Deletion", and we do not have space to examine all of these further
alternatives here. (Likewise, we have simply assumed a Do Support transformation and have not considered
the implications of the alternative possibility that do is present in deep structures and is transformationally
deleted in appropriate contexts.) We believe that analysis D with an interpretive rule for verb phrases is the
only one that approaches analysis C in explanatory power (though it has little to say about the gots and don't
got forms produced by children). In fact analysis D shares the significant properties of analysis C, since it
treats got as an irregular main verb, and assimilates its have neither to main verb have nor to the perfective
auxiliary. Hence, if it should happen that further investigation shows analysis D to be the correct one, this
would not materially affect our general conclusions of section 5.
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competitors. Rather than relying on our sparse knowledge of the evaluation metric to

decide which analysis is the best one, we have here a case where independent evidence
as to which analysis is psychologically real may reveal something about the evaluation
metric.

At first sight, there seems to be little to encourage the view that analysis C is
adopted because it is the optimal one. This is especially so for the more conservative

dialects, for which analyses A and B are still quite feasible, and analysis C takes its

most complex form. In this section we will consider what principles of grammar
selection could account for the preference for analysis C. And in particular we will

have to address the question of whether it is selected because it is optimal, or whether
it is selected despite the fact that it is not.

Analysis C is not a strikingly good advertisement for the assumption stated in
section 1, that an exceptional construction will be analyzed in terms of independently

motivated rules and lexical items wherever possible. As far as rules are concerned,
each of the three analyses we have considered allows have got to take advantage of

some independently existing rules; in the case of analysis C, it is the regular Do
Support rule that is pressed into service. But analysis C does not take advantage of

already existing lexical items; have got is formally related neither to get nor to have,
but requires the postulation of a new lexical item that carries several exception

features. If we abide by an intuitive and fairly common picture of the evaluation
measure, according to which the rank of a grammar would be some weighted function

of the number and complexity of rules and lexical entries, the preference for analysis C
can be explained only if the weight assigned to lexical items, including exceptional
ones, is near zero. Correspondingly, the value of assimilating an exceptional construction to existing lexical items in the language will be minimal, though the value of
assimilating it to existing rules may still be significant. In view of the normal child's
considerable capacity for vocabulary learning (14,000 words in the first six years,
according to Carey (1976)), this idea is worth taking seriously as a general hypothesis.
But as an explanation for the choice of analysis C for have got it is not especially

compelling, for even if we assign no cost at all to lexical items, the difference in rule
complexity among the three analyses is very slight. It might be sufficient to explain the
superiority of analysis C, but two other explanations seem to us at least worth
exploring, though they both imply a more complex evaluation measure.

One suggestion, which we will call the "blinkered learner hypothesis" and will
state very informally at first, is that a child learning English would adopt an alternative
analysis, such as B, if it were to occur to him. That is, analysis C is adopted despite the

fact that it is nonoptimal, because the optimal analysis is one that the child (or rather,
the child's grammar inventing faculty) simply does not think of. This smacks of
paradox only if we identify the optimal grammar with the psychologically real grammar,
the grammar that adult native speakers actually employ. The latter will be dependent

on the process of language learning by which the adult arrived at his grammar. But we
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can define a notion of optimality that abstracts from the real life process of language
acquisition: the optimal grammar will be the one that, because of the properties of the
human brain, would be the most economical for the adult speaker to store and use if he
were to acquire it. But why should he not acquire the optimal grammar? Children are

prodigious pattern detectors; they obviously do discover a great many generalizations
about the language they are learning, so that they can, for example, utilize one and the

same transformational rule in the derivation of many superficially different syntactic
constructions. But there may well be some limits to this ability. And if so, there is no

guarantee that the grammar that the child eventually arrives at will be the one that

would be optimal for him as an adult language user.
If it is simply a matter of chance, or of external influence, which generalizations

about the language each child will detect, formulation of a general evaluation measure
will be impossible; indeed, the whole idea of "the correct grammar" for the language
will be no mere idealization but a gross misrepresentation of the facts. But if there are

some systematic influences, statable in linguistic terms, the evaluation measure should
be formulated so as to reflect them. This is obviously not a novel idea. It is a standard

premise, for example, in discussions about which abbreviatory notational conventions
are legitimate (for example, Kiparsky (1968)). The notational conventions should permit
a grammar to capture only genuine generalizations, not spurious ones. A nonspurious

generalization is by definition a generalization that the native speaker makes, and
notoriously, these appear to be fewer than those an ingenious linguist may make.
For have got, it does not seem likely that the spurious generalizations that we have
argued are represented by analyses A and B could be ruled out by prohibiting any
abbreviatory device; a qualitative rather than quantitative criterion would be needed.

The blinkered learner hypothesis further suggests that this criterion must be such that
the very same generalization that qualifies as a genuine one in the context of one
grammar may count as spurious in the context of another. We may suppose, that is,

that the kind of simplification of the grammar that would be effected by assimilating
have got to main verb have is precisely the kind that can increase the value of a
grammar-for have got to take advantage of some independently needed rules would in
principle be a good thing. But it will count as a good thing in practice only if have got

and main verb have have enough other properties in common for the child to "think
of" relating them. For the evaluation metric, the implication would be that there is no

fixed value associated with a given degree of simplification of the rules; its value will be
a function of the similarity in other respects of the linguistic phenomena that would
become formally related to each other as a result of the simplification.
The blinkered learner hypothesis makes a distinction between the grammar that

would be optimal for an adult language user, and the grammar that is psychologically
real. Though these may be identical, they need not be so, for the latter reflects

properties of the grammar invention device, and this may not be perfectly attuned to
the values of an adult grammar knowing and using device. If the evaluation measure
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must, by definition, rank grammars in a way that predicts their likelihood of being
adopted by native speakers, then this observation, as we have seen, demands the
postulation of a much more subtle evaluation measure. A further step in the same

direction is required by the other hypothesis we wish to consider, which we will call the
"lazy learner hypothesis".

A primitive form of analysis C is apparently what (many) children formulate first,
in response to a limited set of observations of the language that do not manifest all the
peculiarities of adult have got. This primitive grammar must at some later stage be

modified to cope with a wider range of data (unless the pressure to conform to adult
usage is minimal), and any appropriate modification would lead to a grammar of greater
complexity in some respect or other. Now let us suppose, contrary to the blinkered
learner hypothesis, that it does occur to the child that there are similarities between

have got and main verb have that it might be profitable for him to exploit. If it should
turn out that analysis B is in fact no more economical than a modified version of his

current analysis C, we would not expect the child to restructure his grammar in favor of
B, for he would have nothing to gain by the undertaking. But even if B were somewhat

more economical, the complexity differential might nevertheless be too slight to make
restructuring worthwhile. Once again, the result would be that a suboptimal grammar is
adopted for the language, because of the limitations of the grammar construction
device.

Our suggestion is that restructuring the grammar itself has an associated cost, that
there is a degree of inertia in the acquisition device that must be outweighed by the
advantages to be gained by restructuring. The assumption that restructuring is
automatic and cost free is really very implausible. For a child to recognize that a

grammar is more optimal than the one he is currently operating with, he must retain his
current grammar while formulating the alternative and testing it against the available
language data to determine that it provides a better account of some facts without
resulting in a correspondingly worse account of any others. However, the assumption
of cost free restructuring is crucial to any account of the evaluation metric according to
which the correct grammar for the full adult language can be determined by comparison
of alternative grammars for that language. The lazy learner hypothesis requires a
comparison of the grammars available to children, and some measure of the "distance"
between these grammars and those that accommodate, in some fashion at least, the full
range of facts about the adult language. If the lazy learner model of grammar selection
is correct, there is simply no way (as there was for the blinkered learner model) of
revising the evaluation metric to reflect it, without making explicit reference to earlier

stages of language acquisition. Furthermore, though the early grammars adopted by
children are no doubt themselves selected on the basis of some kind of evaluation
measure, they are also likely to be sensitive to the nature of the child's data base, and

this may in turn be influenced by factors that are entirely unsystematic from a linguistic
point of view, such as the frequency with which a certain type of construction is heard,
or even-as we have suggested in the case of have got-its phonological prominence.
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Similar misgivings about the adequacy of an evaluation measure that ignores the
course of language development have been expressed in Watt (1970), Bever and
Langendoen (1971), and McCawley (1976; in press).10 The possibility that the simple

model of grammar selection sketched in Chomsky (1965) needs to be elaborated along
these lines is also touched on briefly in Chomsky (1972). So far, the arguments to this
effect seem not to have been greeted with much enthusiasm, and understandably so

since, if the lazy learner hypothesis is true, it enormously complicates the task of
determining the psychologically real grammar for a language, and makes it less
amenable to purely linguistic methods of investigation. Our conclusion that analysis C
is the psychologically real analysis of have got does not demonstrate that children are
lazy learners, but it is just what would be expected if they were.

Appendix: Some Further Anomalies of Have

There are some curious constructions with have in English, pointed out to us by an

anonymous reviewer of this article as possibly related to have got. These include the
constructions in (24) and (25).
better 1

(24) You had best go now.
Loughtta J

(25) I wish I hadn't 've said that.

We shall argue here that the rules responsible for these constructions are distinct from
the rule for deriving have got.

The have in (24) contracts, negates, inverts, and forms tags like an auxiliary verb,
as shown in (26)-{27).
(26) You'd better go now.

(27) He asked me whether he hadn't oughtta go now.
(28) Hadn't you oughtta go now?
(29) You'd better go now, hadn't you?

It differs from the have of have got in that it can cooccur with possessive have, as in
(30).

(30) You'd better have a pen with you when you go to the bank.
Also unlike have got, it can cooccur with perfective have; compare (31) with (32).

'0 McCawley seems to imply that no restructuring ever takes place, that the child's grammar at time t + I
is always that minimal modification of his grammar at time t that will account for the wider set of data now
available to him. McCawley's metaphor is a meandering river, which abides by the principle of least effort
but does not take the shortest path between two points. But rivers do occasionally jump their banks and find
a straighter course, and we see no reason to rule out the possibility of restructuring if there is sufficient
pressure for it-though what counts as sufficient pressure remains to be determined.
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(31) You'd better have finished your work by the time I get home.
(32) *He hasn't had got much money for the last ten years.
(He hasn't had much money for the last ten years.)
In this respect, the have of (24) behaves like a modal rather than like perfective have.

There are two have's in the construction illustrated by (25). By comparison with
the less colloquial form (33), it may appear that the second have is the intruder in (25).
(33) I wish I hadn't said that.

However, there is some motivation for analyzing the sequence of two have's as a

modal followed by perfective have. That is, the I'd've of (34) may be comparable to the
I should've of (35).

(34) I wish I'd've said that.
(35) I think I should've said that.

Notice that the 've of (34) can be followed by a possessive have but not by a perfective
have, just as would be expected if it were itself a perfective.
(36) I wish I hadn't've had so much money on me when I was mugged.
(37) I shouldn't've had so much money on me.

(38) *I wish I hadn't've had been asleep when he called.
(39) *1 shouldn't've had been asleep.
There are some strange restrictions on contraction of these have's and of a not

associated with them, which are not explained by the analysis as modal followed by
perfective. In (40) and (41) all have's and not's are to be read with an unreduced vowel
unless otherwise indicated.

(40) *1 wish I had have said that.
*1 wish I had've said that.
*1 wish I'd have said that.
I wish I'd've said that.

*1 wish John'd've said that.

(41) 1 wish I had f*not have said that.
*n't J

I wish I had ?n't 'ye said that.
*1 wish I'd not have said that.

?I wish I'd not've said that.
*1 wish John'd not've said that.

On the other hand, the modal + perfective analysis does suggest a source for the
hadn't've construction, since the form I'd've already exists in the language as a
contraction of the modal + perfective sequence I would have.
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The subjunctive in English currently vacillates between the more traditional past
tense form and the use of would, as in (42) and (43).
(42) The picnic would have been cancelled if it had rained.
(43) The picnic would have been cancelled if it would've rained.

Where there is contraction of I had and I would to I'd, this results in two constructions
that not only are identical in form but also have the same semantic function.

(44) The picnic would have been cancelled if I'd been sick.

(45) The picnic wouldn't be cancelled if I'd promise to bring all my friends.
The I'd in (44) is a contraction of I had; the I'd in (45) is a contraction of I would. But it
would be very understandable if the two were occasionally confused. Then the I'd of
(46), which "ought" to be construed as I would, would sometimes be analyzed as I
had.

(46) The picnic wouldn't have been cancelled if I'd've been there.
The verb had, with or without contraction, would thus come to be regarded as a marker

of the subjunctive, in alternation with would, and the overt had forms like (47) would
be judged acceptable.
(47) The picnic would have been cancelled if I hadn't've been there.
The constructions illustrated by (24) and (25) might conceivably be generated by

transformational insertion of have, as we have proposed for have got. But if, as argued
here, their have's are modals rather than perfectives, then they cannot be inserted by
the same rule that is responsible for have got. This conclusion is reinforced by the fact

that there is no tendency, in any current dialect of English, for the have in either (24) or
(25) to cooccur with do under VP Deletion. So even if further study shows that these
have's must indeed be inserted transformationally, the transformation would in many
dialects have to be ordered differently from the have got transformation, with respect
to VP Deletion.
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On the Nontransformational Derivation of Some Null VP Anaphors
Jorge Hankamer

0. Hankamer and Sag (1976) argued that in general the rule of "VP Deletion'1 (or
whatever rule produces the anaphoric clauses in the examples below) requires a
syntactically present linguistic antecedent in surrounding discourse:
(1) Bill won't eat bananas, but John will.
(2) Speaker A: Eat this banana.
Speaker B: I won't.

Speaker B: I don't want to.

We argued that in a case in which no linguistic antecedent is present in surrounding

1 I use the term "VP" as a convenient label for the material to the right of the first auxiliary verb in
clause in normal order (there are, of course, complications that I am ignoring here). I know of no very goo
reason to assume that this material forms a constituent. Sag (1976) offers some arguments to the effect that it

does in fact not.
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